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A Few Quick Facts

How China and the US are intricately connected in terms of education?
Prior to the Pandemic

**Student Mobility**
- 372,532 Chinese Students in the US
- 11,639 US Students in China

**Scholarly Exchange**
- 47,964 Visiting Chinese Scholars
- Each Others' Primary Research Partner

**Institutional Partnership**
- 461 Sino-US Joint Venture Initiatives
- 20% of Market Share

*Source of Data: IIE Opendoors Report, MOE of China*
Post Pandemic

Student Mobility

15% drop of Chinese Students in the US
79% drop of US Students in China

Scholarly Exchange

38% Drop of Visiting Chinese Scholars
Inclination Toward China-EU Partnership?

Institutional Partnership

324 Sino-US Joint Venture Initiatives
15% of Market Share

*Source of Data: IIE Opendoors Report, MOE of China
Time of Unease

What are the challenges faced with Sino-US educational exchanges?
Challenges to Sino-US Educational Exchanges

- Student Mobility
- Visa Restriction
- Research Collaboration
- China Initiative
- COVID-19
Trends and Policies

Where is China’s international higher education going?
Trends and Policies

Student Mobility
Students are looking for more quality overseas study experience

Joint Initiatives
Joint venture initiatives gaining momentum
Inter-university mutual recognition

Online Education
Preference for face-to-face classes?
Issues of Accreditation

*Source of Data: IIE Opendoors Report, MOE of China
Way Toward Future

what can we do to promote exchanges in the Post-COVID 19 era?
Ways Toward Future

01

Boost Both-Way Student Mobility

- Enhanced Study Experience for Chinese Students
- More US Students Studying in China to Promote Mutual Understanding

02

Promote Institutional Cooperation

- Exchange and Cooperation through Student Mobility, Joint Initiative, etc.
- Contribution to People-to-People Exchange in General
19th Washington International Education Conference
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